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1 Introduction

Most of the discussion on responsibility and health has focused on each person’s responsibility for her own health. Here we will take a much broader perspective. We will investigate responsibilities in the prevention of disease and accidents, in the creation of health care for all, and in the professional delivery of health care. Many of the central problems in health care ethics will be discussed from a responsibility perspective – for instance, paternalism, informed consent, evidence-based medicine, alternative medicine, and the use of artificial intelligence in health care.

To begin with, we need to sharpen our conceptual tools. Section 2 introduces the distinction between blame and task responsibility, and explains why these two forms of responsibility should not always coincide. This section also clarifies the relation between responsibility and causality and shows why we need a multifactorial concept of causality.

Section 3 provides another necessary background, namely on the causation of diseases. After an examination of the nature–nurture issue, some major preventable factors underlying the global burden of disease are briefly introduced. A causal analysis of the obesity epidemic is used to exemplify the differences between an individual and a public health perspective on a disease.

Section 4 begins by showing how much our health-related habits depend on our social environment. This is followed by an ethical discussion of our responsibilities for each other’s health. Each of us can contribute in many small ways to the prevention of diseases and accidents. In arguing that we also have a responsibility to do so, I appeal to traditional moral principles such as the virtues of setting good examples and doing one’s part in joint endeavors. The section concludes with a discussion of possible conflicts between liberty and public health measures.

Section 5 is devoted to the aim of health care for all. It has a particular emphasis on the possibilities and challenges for low- and middle-income countries striving to achieve that goal. Positive experiences from several countries show that it is indeed achievable and that the costs are not insurmountable.

Section 6 discusses the responsibilities of professional health care providers. The main focus is on the responsibility to offer patients the best available treatment and on the knowledge base for fulfilling that responsibility. The section ends with a discussion of the impact that the use of artificial intelligence can have on professional responsibilities in health care.

Section 7 turns to the responsibility that we all have for our own health. It begins by describing and endorsing an approach to patient responsibility in health care that strives to empower patients and avoid putting blame on them.
This is followed by a critical discussion of proposals that go in the very opposite direction, putting more blame on patients and even denying them treatment if they are deemed to have caused their own disease.

Finally, Section 8 summarizes some of the main conclusions in the form of four guidelines that cover both disease prevention and health care.

2 What Is Responsibility?

The words “responsible” and “responsibility” derive from the Latin verb “respondere,” which means to answer or respond. The English verb “answer” derives from an old Germanic word (“andsuarian” in Old English), which originally meant to answer for or be responsible for something. In some other Germanic languages, the word has retained that meaning; for instance, in both Danish and Swedish, “ansvar” means responsibility. The etymology reveals a close connection between being responsible and having to answer for something.

2.1 Two Ways to Be Responsible

In today’s language, the term “responsibility” is employed in many ways and in many contexts, but for practical purposes, it is usually sufficient to distinguish between two main meanings. One of these is blame responsibility. This is the type of responsibility that a person has if she is considered culpable or blame-worthy when something goes wrong. For instance, suppose that in order not to miss a cinema show, you rush down the stairs so fast that you lose control and run into a fragile old person who is severely hurt in the fall. You will then be held responsible in the sense that you can legitimately be blamed and criticized for what happened.¹

The other major type is task responsibility. It means that you are required to make sure that something happens. Suppose that as a member of the local film society, you have undertaken to rent the films for the next three meetings. Then you have to make sure that the films are rented and properly delivered. This does not necessarily mean that you have to do the work yourself. You can fulfill your task responsibility by making sure that someone else fulfills it.

The terms “blame responsibility” and “task responsibility” were proposed by the American philosopher Robert Goodin.² Unfortunately, there is considerable terminological confusion in this area. In his pioneering work on responsibility, H. L. A. Hart used the term “role-responsibility” for the “specific duties” that a person obtains by occupying “a distinctive place or office in a social organization.”³ He used the word “role” in a wide sense, and others who use the term have further extended it.⁴ Thus, in common usage, role responsibility
includes not only the roles we have as professionals, employees, or functionaries in an organization, but also private roles such as that of a spouse or parent, as well as temporary roles that originate in agreements such as to water someone’s flowers or feed a pet lizard. The major reason for preferring the term “task responsibility” to “role responsibility” is that it conveys this wide usage more clearly.

Hart’s term for what we now call “blame responsibility” was “liability-responsibility.” This term was suitable since his primary focus lay on legal responsibilities. After giving an account of legal liability-responsibility, he discussed how the concept could be applied in a moral context, and proposed that the phrases “deserving blame,” “blameworthy,” and “morally bound to make amends or pay compensation” would be appropriate. From this, it is no big step to replace the term “liability” with “blame” in discussions of moral responsibility.

It has become common to use temporal terms to distinguish between blame and task responsibility. Blame responsibility is called “backward-looking responsibility,” “retrospective responsibility,” or “historic responsibility.” Similarly, task responsibility is called “forward-looking responsibility” or “prospective responsibility.” Unfortunately, this terminology tends to conflate two crossing distinctions, namely on the one hand the distinction between blame and task responsibility, and on the other hand that between responsibilities concerning the past and the future. All four combinations are important to discuss, as shown in the following examples:

(1) **Blame responsibility for past actions:** Who is to be blamed for the insufficient pandemic preparedness at the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic?

(2) **Blame responsibility for future actions:** Who should be held responsible if pandemic preparedness is not improved in the next few years?

(3) **Task responsibility for past actions:** Was the government in the 1950s morally required to make sure that the whole population had access to affordable health care?

(4) **Task responsibility for future actions:** Is the current government morally required to ensure that the best available medical treatments are made freely available to the whole population?

Terms like “backward-looking” for blame responsibility and “forward-looking” for task responsibility tend to put the whole focus on cases (1) and (4). This is unfortunate since the other two cases are also in need of careful analysis.

Before we leave the terminological issue, a problem with the term “blame responsibility” should be mentioned. Already in the article where Goodin
introduced it, he recognized that we can appraise people’s actions not only negatively but also positively. He intended “blame responsibility” to cover the assignment of “credit or, more commonly, blame for certain sorts of states of affairs.” Arguably, we should pay more attention to the positive version of blame responsibility. One option would be to introduce the term “praise responsibility” for it. Another more drastic change would be to introduce a neutral term such as “appraisal responsibility” to cover both blame responsibility and its positive variant. However, in order to avoid adding to the oversupply of terms in this area, no terminological reform will be attempted here. The established terms “blame responsibility” and “task responsibility” will be used for the two main forms of responsibility.

2.2 Disconnections between Blame and Task Responsibility

Blame and task responsibility often come together. One important mechanism that connects them is our tendency to assign blame responsibility to people who fail to fulfill a task responsibility. Suppose that you have paid me a small sum of money to mow your lawn once a week when you are on vacation. If you come home and find meter-high grass in your backyard, then you will probably put blame responsibility on me for neglecting my task responsibility.

There is also another major mechanism that brings blame and task responsibility together: after a wrongdoing, we often assign both types of responsibility to the wrongdoer – a blame responsibility for the wrong that was done and a task responsibility to do better in the future. Suppose that Susan drives drunk and runs into a parked car, damaging it severely. We will then hold her blame responsible, in the sense that she is to be blamed for what happened and should compensate the owner of the wrecked vehicle. At the same time, this episode accentuates her task responsibility to make sure that she never drives drunk in the future.

However, these connections do not always hold. In many situations, blame and task responsibility come apart. One common reason for this is that we tend to excuse a person who has failed in her task responsibilities if she did her very best but the task was too difficult for her. Then the failed task responsibility is not followed by blame responsibility. Another reason is that we sometimes prefer to assign task responsibilities to people, not because they can be blamed for a problem but rather because they are in the best position to solve it. Such efficiency-based assignments of task responsibilities were instrumental in the development of modern safety management.

Throughout the nineteenth century, industrial workplace accidents were largely blamed on workers, who were assigned both blame responsibility for
the accidents that occurred and task responsibility for avoiding accidents by working carefully. In the early twentieth century, this approach was successfully challenged by both workers and accident researchers. The American sociologist Crystal Eastman (1881–1928) performed detailed studies of a large number of accidents. She found that the same types of accidents took place again and again. Her detailed analysis of the accidents also showed that they could have been prevented by technical measures such as protective fencing, emergency stops, and so forth. To prevent workplace accidents, it was much more efficient to improve equipment and routines than to admonish workers to be careful. Consequently, task responsibilities had to be assigned to the employer, who had the powers necessary to introduce new equipment and routines. Making employers (task) responsible for workplace safety turned out to be highly successful. During the twentieth century, the frequency of workplace fatalities and injuries declined drastically in most industrialized countries, although there is still much room for improvement.

In the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, we have seen a similar development in traffic safety. After many decades of propaganda for careful driving, it has become more and more clear that only relatively little can be achieved in that way. Traffic safety specialists now start out from the insight that humans inevitably make mistakes. Consequently, traffic systems have to be reconstructed so that human mistakes do not lead to fatalities and severe injuries. Just as technical solutions should prevent injuries if a worker operating a machine puts her hand in the wrong place, the traffic system should prevent injuries if a driver makes a mistake. To achieve this, major task responsibilities have to be assigned to car manufacturers and to the designers and managers of roads.

The assignment of task responsibilities to employers for workplace safety and to car manufacturers and road managers for traffic safety does not necessarily involve any assignment of blame responsibility. They receive this task responsibility because they have unique powers and abilities to reduce the number of accidents. This is a ground for task responsibilities that we will return to in the coming sections.

2.3 Similarities between the Two Types of Responsibility

Although they do not always coincide, blame and task responsibility have many features in common, three of which are particularly important for studies of responsibility and health.

First, both blame and task responsibility can be either legal or moral. A person who has damaged someone else’s property can be morally blamed...
for this, and her moral blame responsibility typically includes paying an appropriate compensation. At the same time, she can be legally blame responsible (or liability-responsible in Hart’s terminology). Then she can be legally forced to pay compensation and perhaps also legally punished for causing the damage. The law also assigns quite a few task responsibilities. A parent is legally task responsible for the child’s welfare, an external auditor for the accuracy of the audit report, and a judge for ensuring lawful procedures and correct interpretations of the law.

The second common feature is that both blame and task responsibilities can be shared, in the sense that several persons can have one and the same responsibility. However, the sharing of responsibilities is not a zero-sum game. In other words, it is not like sharing a cake. The more people you divide a cake between, the smaller share will each of them have. This is not how sharing of responsibilities works. In many cases, responsibility is more similar to the fairy-tale cake that grows each time you share it, so that everyone gets a piece of the same size as the original cake.

Parenthood is a good example of how this works for task responsibilities. If a child has two parents, then each of them has the same responsibility for the child’s welfare that a single parent would have had. Each parent has the full responsibility and has to step in if the other parent fails. Another example is responsibility for avoiding traffic accidents. Suppose that the government substantially steps up its traffic safety activities and starts to take responsibility for safe roads in a way that it did not do before. This does not reduce the responsibility of individual road users. Their responsibility for driving safely is the same, and neither speeding nor drunk driving has become more morally acceptable.

Shared blame responsibilities are perhaps best illustrated by cases of so-called over-determination. Suppose that Anastasia has a severe nut allergy. Both Cyril and David tell her that the cake on the table is nut free. Unfortunately, they are wrong, and she has a severe anaphylaxis. It would seem unreasonable for either Cyril or David to try to reduce their blame responsibility by pointing at the other’s mistake. Each of them has the same blame responsibility as if he had been the only person who said anything to her about the cake. To sum up, neither blame nor task responsibility is necessarily diminished when it is shared.

The third common feature of blame and task responsibility is that you are usually not only (blame or task) responsible for something but also to someone. If you are blame responsible for some undesired event, then you are blame responsible to those who are negatively affected by that event. If you are task responsible, then there are usually people who can legitimately demand that you fulfill the task, and it is to them that you are task responsible.
In some cases, responsibility is to and for the same person. The responsibility of parents is a prime example. As a parent you are (task) responsible for many aspects of your child’s life. Ultimately this is also a responsibility to your child, since it is the child that has the right to your efforts and devotion. Another example is a physician’s (task) responsibility for offering a patient the best available treatment. This is primarily a responsibility to the patient.

A person can also be blame or task responsible to herself. Someone who bought a bunch of expensive clothes a week before payday and now has no money to buy food might be told, “You only have yourself to blame.” This is another way of saying that she carries the whole blame responsibility for her predicament. A spoiled youth who has recently moved out of his parents’ house but still tries to engage them in all kinds of daily chores can be told that “this is now your own responsibility.” This implies that he has a task responsibility to himself, namely a responsibility for his own housework. The possibility of a responsibility to oneself is important in a health care context. It means that we cannot for conceptual reasons exclude that someone is (blame or task) responsible for their own health.

### 2.4 What Is Causality?

Blame and task responsibility also have something more fundamental in common: they are both closely connected to causality. With few exceptions, we only hold people blame responsible for events that they caused or at least contributed to causally. Similarly, we normally only assign task responsibility to persons deemed to have the abilities or “causal powers” to fulfill the task.

One might hope that causality should provide a secure and objective ground for our deliberations on responsibility. But unfortunately, our common conceptions of causality are much less robust than what we tend to believe. To begin with, it is necessary to distinguish between two senses of causality. First, there is a general notion of causality that refers to how the world hangs together. This includes all the interdependencies that obtain among objects and events in the world, all the ways in which what happens in some points in space-time restricts or determines what happens at other points in space-time. We can call this world causality. It is a feature of the world we are living in.

The other notion of causality is the pattern of cause-effect relationships that we refer to when describing how events hang together. Such relationships are highly useful for describing and understanding much of what we can observe. Someone throws a brick at a window, and the window breaks. We describe this as a connection between the throw, which is the cause, and the shattering of the
pane, which is the effect. This is an example of _CE causality_, the ascription of a cause to an event which is then called an effect of that cause.

Based on such simple examples, we often equate world causality with CE causality, but in general, world causality is much too complex to be captured by CE causality. One of the best examples of this is the pattern of movements in the Solar System of planets, moons, comets, and other astronomical objects. We cannot adequately explain their patterns of movement with CE causality, since this would limit us to connections in which one movement gives rise to another. That is not how the universe works. Instead, the movements in the Solar System have to be understood as the combined outcome of a large number of simultaneous mutual influences. The same applies to most other complex systems studied by scientists, including ecosystems, economic and social systems, and not least the human body.

Whereas world causality is a feature of the world, CE causality is a model we use to describe and understand the world. It is no doubt a highly successful model. We use it incessantly, both in everyday life and in a wide range of scientific endeavors. Medical knowledge about disease processes and treatment effects can often be usefully summarized as cause-effect relationships. However, it is important to keep in mind that nevertheless, CE causality is a model. Like all other models, it represents reality less than perfectly.

### 2.5 The Multiplicity of Causal Factors

In the health context, the major problem with the CE model is that it does not account for the multiplicity of causal factors that influence our bodies. Instead of a single cause, there are in most cases several causal factors that contribute in different ways to an effect. The question of what causes cholera is a classic example of this. A bacteriologist would typically tell you that this disease is caused by the cholera bacterium, *Vibrio cholera*. However, if you ask an epidemiologist what causes the disease, you will probably be told that it is caused by inadequate sanitation. There is no contradiction between these two answers. They just put focus on different parts of the process that leads to the disease. However, the example shows that the common practice of assigning a single cause to an effect can restrict our understanding. If you only know one of the two answers, then you have an incomplete understanding of what causes this disease.

Already in the mid-nineteenth century, John Stuart Mill showed that a multiplicity of causal factors is in fact the rule rather than an exception. There is usually more than one causal factor that contributes to an effect. Often it would be appropriate to include them all in our discussions, but as he noted,
we have a strong tendency to select one of them and refer to it as “the cause.” This choice is not determined by objective factors but rather by our chosen perspective. What we call “the cause” tends to be something we consider to be deviant or conspicuous.18

To illustrate this, we can revisit the example of the window pane that broke when a brick was thrown at it. Two obvious causal factors were involved in this event: (1) a brick was thrown at the window, and (2) the window was constructed of a material that breaks when hit by a heavy object, such as a brick. Since we consider the second of these factors to be a normal property of a window pane, we chose the first as “the cause.” But let us modify the example. Suppose that the window was made of bulletproof glass, constructed to withstand a much stronger impact than that of a brick thrown at it. In this case, engineers working with ballistic glass would not be satisfied with the causal claim that the breaking of the window was caused by the brick. Instead, they might very well come up with the conclusion that “the cause of the breakage was that the wrong type of polyurethane was used in the manufacturing process.”

Unsurprisingly, different social interests can be served by different assignments of causality. This can give rise to a “politics of causality,” that is, attempts by different actors to influence public perceptions of causality. For instance, tobacco companies have an interest in downplaying the importance of their own marketing of addictive products and instead describe smoking as the result of a decision by an adult person (although most smokers became addicted before reaching the age of majority). In contrast, health activists call attention to those causal factors behind smoking that government and industry have the power to eliminate. A causal account that puts emphasis on the actions of tobacco companies will support the assignment of far-reaching blame and task responsibilities to these companies. A causal account that emphasizes the actions of individual smokers has the opposite effect.

3 What Determines Our Health?

In order to discuss our responsibilities for health, we need to have a general overview of what determines our health or, as this is also often expressed, the causes of disease and bad health.

3.1 Nature or Nurture?

It was known already in antiquity that some diseases are inherited. For centuries, scientists have disagreed on the relative contributions of on the one hand inborn tendencies (“nature”) and on the other hand the influences of the
environment and the conditions of life ("nurture"). Today we can express the
distinction in a more precise way. We can distinguish between causal factors
that are genetic and causal factors in the individual’s environment. Genetic and
environmental causal factors are by no means mutually exclusive. On the
contrary, disease causality typically involves complex interactions among mul-
tiple causal factors of both types.

One useful type of investigation that can throw light on the relationship
between genetic and environmental factors is studies of identical twins who
have for some reason been brought up in different families. This means that they
have an identical genetic background but have been subject to different envir-
onmental influences. Suppose that in such a study, it turns out that if one
member of a separated twin pair has a particular disease, then so almost
invariably does the other. This is a strong indication that differences in the
environmental conditions to which these twins have been exposed do not have
much impact on the incidence of this disease. Conversely, if it is common for
only one of the twins in a pair to have the disease, then the variations in living
conditions to which these twins were exposed can have had an impact on the
disease incidence.

Unfortunately, twin studies are often overinterpreted. If no or only small
effects of the environment on a disease can be found in a study, then this is
claimed to show that the environmental effects on the disease are small. To see
why such a conclusion is unwarranted, let us consider a simple hypothetical
example. Suppose that a particular disease manifests itself if and only if two
conditions are both satisfied: the individual has a particular gene variant (allele)
and she has a high salt intake during childhood. However, this is not known. In
order to find out to what extent the disease is genetically determined, a group of
researchers perform a twin study. If they perform the study in a country with
large variations in salt intake, then there will be quite a few cases in which one
member of a twin pair that has the gene will receive a low and the other a high
amount of salt in their food. The data from this study will show that the disease
has both a genetic and an environmental component. However, if the
researchers instead perform the study in a country where everyone eats very
salty food, then all twins that have the gene variant associated with the disease
will contract the disease. No environmental influences will be found in this
study. The general conclusion that we can draw from this example is that
important environmental effects on a disease can be missed even in twin studies
if the variation of the pertinent environmental factor is too small in the study
population.

In the context of public health, environmental factors are often more import-
ant to study than genetic ones. One reason for this is that large changes in the
incidence of a disease are seldom attributable to genetics. For instance, the prevalence of obesity has increased dramatically in the last half century. It continues to become more prevalent in the rich parts of the world, and at the same time, it increases in low-and middle-income countries, even in countries where other parts of the population suffer from food shortages and malnutrition.\textsuperscript{19} Worldwide obesity has almost tripled since 1975, and more than 650 million adults and more than 100 million children are now obese.\textsuperscript{20} There is no way in which this large increase in obesity can be the result of genetic changes—the human genome does not change that fast.\textsuperscript{21} Another major reason to focus on environmental factors is that these factors are more accessible to change than genetic factors.

It has become common to use the term “lifestyle” for some of the living conditions that have an influence on health and disease. Smoking, drug use, and diet are often described as elements of an individual’s lifestyle. However, the word “style” is misleading since it creates the impression that we are dealing with something that people can freely and easily choose, just as affluent people can change their fashion style. As almost everyone who has tried to lose weight or stop smoking will know, it is usually no easy matter to change a “lifestyle” that is detrimental to one’s health.\textsuperscript{22} The term “lifestyle” should therefore be avoided, and preferably replaced by more neutral terms such as “living conditions” or “way of life.”

\section*{3.2 Some Major Preventable Disease Factors}

From 1950 to 2017, global life expectancy at birth increased from 53 to 76 years for women and from 48 to 70 years for men. There were increases in all parts of the world but also large regional differences. In the Central African Republic, life expectancy in 2017 was 55 years for women and 49 for men, whereas in Japan it was 87 years for women and 81 for men.\textsuperscript{23} It is contested how much different factors have contributed to the increased longevity, but most researchers agree that preventive measures have had a more prominent role than health care improvements. Among the factors mentioned are improved sanitation, clean water, vaccinations, access to antibiotics, insect control, improved access to food, decreased tobacco use, and health services in particular for children.\textsuperscript{24} Notably, most of these improvements involve the elimination or reduction of environmental disease-causing factors, whereas none of them concerns genetic factors. Experience shows that environmental and social conditions that contribute to major diseases can be changed in ways that lead to dramatic improvements in public health. There is still much such work that remains to be done.
The best estimates of the impact of different factors on the prevalence of severe disease can be found in the Global Burden of Disease studies, which have a strong focus on mortality and its underlying causal factors. These studies show that many of the major causes of death are highly accessible to preventive measures. Table 1 gives some examples of this. Its rightmost column is a list of urgent public health measures.

### 3.3 Two Perspectives on Disease Causation and Prevention

We can discuss the prevention of disease on two levels: the individual and the population level. The questions we ask on these two levels are different. On the individual level, the main question is usually what can be done to reduce the risk that an individual person contracts the disease. On the population level, the main question is instead what can be done to reduce the incidence of a disease in a population. These questions are not the same, and to answer them we often need to focus on different causal factors. Obesity provides a particularly illustrative example of these differences.

As we noted in Section 3.1, the increased prevalence of obesity cannot be explained by genetic factors, since they do not change that fast. One might think that instead, it should be attributed to a large number of unwise individual decisions that people make about their food and exercise. However, it does not seem credible that our ability to make such decisions has deteriorated that much.

### Table 1. Some examples of major global causes of death and preventive measures that can substantially reduce mortality. Source: Naghavi et al., 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease / injury</th>
<th>Persons killed per year</th>
<th>Efficient preventive measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diarrheal diseases</td>
<td>1.7 million</td>
<td>Sanitation, clean water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaria</td>
<td>0.7 million</td>
<td>Mosquito control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutritional deficiency</td>
<td>0.4 million</td>
<td>Adequate food supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>1.7 million</td>
<td>Antismoking measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease</td>
<td>9.5 million</td>
<td>Antismoking measures and dietary improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>2.9 million</td>
<td>Antismoking measures, reductions in air pollution and in exposure to dusts and chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>1.4 million</td>
<td>Healthy diets, exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road injuries</td>
<td>1.3 million</td>
<td>Traffic safety measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
over the last few decades. There is no plausible reason why a massive and widespread breakdown in individual willpower or decision-making ability should have taken place in this period.\textsuperscript{26} Therefore, although nonadherence to good intentions can be a relevant causal factor in discussions on the individual level, it cannot have much of a role when we are looking for explanations of the global trends. In a public health discussion, we will instead have to look for changes in the social conditions under which individuals make their decisions and form their habits.

Obesity results when a person’s food energy intake is significantly higher than her energy expenditure. Studies show that increased food energy intake has been the main driver of the obesity epidemic. In high-income countries, the energy expenditure needed in daily life started to decrease already in the early twentieth century, but obesity did not increase until the 1970s. Until then, people ate less – in particular less wheat products – when their energy demand decreased due to less hard labor. The onset of the obesity epidemic coincided in time with an elevated food energy intake.\textsuperscript{27} The increased energy intake was triggered by a surge in the sales of ultra-processed food (i.e. food made in industrial processes). Such food typically comes in the form of “ready to eat” or “ready to heat” products for direct consumption. Some common examples are French fries, burgers, sausages, fish nuggets, instant sauces, pies, pizzas, noodles, sweet and saline snacks, sugar-sweetened soft beverages, chocolates, candy (confectionaries), “energy” bars, and ice cream. They are a growing part of the diet. In some high-income countries more than half of the population’s total food energy intake is now ultra-processed. Unfortunately, ultra-processed food usually has very poor nutritional qualities. It has high energy density, and is usually high in sugar, salt, and saturated fats, and low in fibers, proteins, and micronutrients. A high intake of ultra-processed food has been shown to be strongly associated with obesity and its concomitant diseases. At least to a large part, this can be explained by the high energy density and low nutritional value of ultra-processed food. The convenience of these products also contributes to overeating. Many of them require no preparation at all, which invites eating at any time and almost any place. Studies show that we tend to eat more when we pay little attention to our eating than when we pay attention to the meal.\textsuperscript{28}

One type of ultra-processed food should be mentioned in particular, namely sugar-sweetened soft drinks. In the United States, soft drinks contribute more energy to the diet than any other type of food or beverage. One of the reasons for this is that they are one of the cheapest sources of energy. Several studies show a strong link between soft drinks and obesity. It has been estimated that about a fifth of the net increase in body weight in the United States can be attributed to
soft drinks. Other studies show that taxes increasing the price of sugar-sweetened beverages reduce overweight and obesity.

What conclusions can we draw from all this? As already mentioned, the conclusions will differ between the individual and the population level. In a discussion on what an individual can do to avoid developing or worsening obesity, the focus must be on causal factors that the individual can possibly modify. This means that the current food system, with its abundance of cheap and convenient but unhealthy products, has to be taken for granted. An individual strategy against obesity has to navigate within and against that system. This navigation must include means to resist the many unhealthy but immediately gratifying alternatives that will present themselves on a daily basis.

In a strategy to reduce obesity on the population level, the focus must instead be on what we can do to make it easier for us all as individuals to make healthy choices and develop healthy food and exercise habits. That which is taken for granted on the individual level, namely the current food system, must therefore be a central object of change in discussions on the population level. What needs to be done is well-known: healthy food must become cheaper and more easily available, and unhealthy food less promoted. The task responsibilities for these changes in the food system cannot be laid on individual food consumers. They have to be assigned to social agents who have the power and the abilities to carry them through, that is, governments and business companies.

4 The Ethics of Public Health

Living in a human society, rather than as a contactless eremite, gives rise to moral relationships with others who live in that same society. Most basically, we are obliged not to harm each other or expose each other to serious risks. But just not to harm each other is not sufficient for building a good society. We also need to help each other and contribute to joint efforts that benefit us all.

Health is a basic interest of all human beings. Therefore, these basic moral principles pertain very much to issues of health. As members of a human society, we are morally required not to harm or risk each other’s health and also to positively support each other’s chances of good health.

4.1 Social Contagion

Some ideologists and political philosophers promote an ideal of almost complete individualism, according to which each person fully independently chooses her own way of life. At least as far as health-related behaviors are concerned, this is a completely unrealistic idea. We all depend heavily on the institutions and the social and technological conditions of the society where we
live. We also all relate to – and usually follow – the customs, conventions, and habits of that society. Many of these customs and conditions have a considerable impact on our health.

Our individual choices of goods and physical objects are limited by social choices in numerous ways that we seldom reflect upon. Some of these limitations protect our health and safety. If you try to buy a microwave oven that can emit microwaves with the lid open, an electric drill with uncovered live electrical parts, or a car windshield made of common window glass instead of laminated safety glass, you will be disappointed. Such products are not made. In many countries, there are government regulations prohibiting them, but it is highly doubtful whether any manufacturer would start producing them if these regulations were rescinded. These are standards to which we have all become accustomed, and there does not seem to be any opposition to them.

In much the same way, we adjust to the customs and practices that prevail around us, usually without much reflection or conscious decision-making. Most of us dress in about the same way as people around us, and our social interactions and other everyday behaviors conform with the customs and conventions in the societies where we live. These habits appear to us as “natural” and self-evident, and we usually only reflect upon them when we are confronted with other cultures where the traditions are different.

This is no new insight. It has long been known that we humans largely follow the examples of others, both in habits considered to be good and in habits considered to be bad. The importance of this mechanism for shaping human behavior was well recognized among the ancients. The moral virtue of being a good example to others was emphasized for instance by the Confucian philosopher Mengzi (372–289 BCE) and the Christian Church Father John Chrysostom (c. 349–407). The latter’s contemporary Julian of Eclanum (c. 386–c. 455) wrote about the danger of following bad examples, the “contagion of sin.” Today, there is an extensive literature in social psychology showing that human behavior is to a large extent determined by our tendency to follow the behavior patterns of people around us. The term “social contagion” is often used for this phenomenon.

Eating habits are a prime example. There are large differences between countries, regions, and cultures in what, when, and how we eat, and often also considerable differences between families and smaller communities. Some of these differences have important health implications. For instance, it has been shown that people with obese friends or family members run a higher risk than others to become obese themselves. Possible explanations of these findings are that people are influenced by their friends’ eating habits and that friendship with obese persons can change one’s norms about the acceptability of overweight.
Other health-related behaviors have also been shown to be socially contagious, including smoking, alcohol consumption, and drug use. Notably, social contagion also has a positive side: health-promoting behavior is facilitated, and more probable, if people in one’s close environment have already adopted it. People whose friends and family have managed to cease smoking tend to follow suit, and physical exercise is efficiently encouraged by exercising friends.

Social contagion is equally important for the prevention of accidents that lead to injuries and possibly death. Workers are much more prone to follow safety rules if others in the workplace follow them. In road traffic, “drivers are sensitive to the influence of others and a small shift in the behavior of few can be amplified, through the interaction between individuals and their collectives, to a larger effect, resulting in a changed social environment or a modified ‘culture of driving.’” Drivers have a strong tendency to adapt to the (safe or unsafe) speed at which most other motorists are driving. Similar effects on risky pedestrian behavior have also been shown.

Some safety behaviors are generally taken for granted and are almost ubiquitous. This applies to the use of hard hats on construction sites and seat belts on passenger planes, neither of which seems ever to have been seriously contested. In many countries, both motorcycle helmets and seat belts in cars are approaching the same level of taken-for-grantedness. However, in the United States, there is still considerable resistance against motorcycle helmets. Due to political campaigns, many states have revoked laws that made helmets mandatory for all motorcyclists, replacing them with regulations that only require young riders to wear them. Although the law remained the same for young riders, this resulted in a large decrease in their use of helmets. There is no other plausible explanation of this effect than social contagion. Older helmetless riders served as “role models” for young riders – unfortunately with deadly outcomes, since riding helmetless is much more dangerous than riding with a helmet. The number of fatalities among Floridian motorcycle riders below twenty-one nearly tripled after the state allowed older riders to ride helmetless in 2000.

In general, many seemingly individual health-related behaviors are largely shaped by what others do. The other side of this is that each of us influences the people around us in a large number of small ways that we are usually not aware of. If you smoke, then you contribute to normalizing smoking. If you manage to quit smoking, then your success can inspire others to follow your example. If you overeat or drink excessively in other people’s company, then that may contribute to normalizing such habits. If you swim in waters where it is forbidden due to dangerous currents, you may contribute to an idealization of daredevil behavior that causes much harm and suffering. If you ride a motorcycle
without a helmet, you contribute to creating or maintaining a social environment in which it is normal, perhaps even “tough” or “cool,” to risk one’s life in this way. On the other hand, if you use a helmet, you contribute to making the use of helmets an unquestioned part of motorcycling, just like the wearing of hard hats on construction sites.

This is a perspective on human behavior that differs much from what we usually encounter in moral philosophy. Modern moral philosophy is dominated by a decision-theoretical approach, in which all morally relevant actions are presumed to be the outcomes of a conscious decision-making process. But that is a misleading picture of the regulation of human behavior. Psychological research shows that many of our behaviors, not least our health-related habits, are enacted without conscious deliberation. Instead, they ensue as automatic responses to environmental cues. As an example of this, what food we eat, and when we stop eating, is mostly a matter of habits or routines that are not accompanied by much conscious reflection. Our automatized habits are so strong that they often override deliberative intentions. Social contagion is a mechanism by which we influence each other’s habit formation, without engaging in argumentation or deliberation.

4.2 Our Responsibilities for the Health of Others

Perhaps the most obvious health-related obligation that we have to others is not to infect them with nontrivial infectious diseases. This is why it is a moral obligation to comply with medically justified measures that reduce the risk of contracting and spreading contagious diseases. Literally billions of people have done so during the COVID-19 pandemic, for instance by avoiding crowds, staying at home, keeping distance, and wearing masks.

It is not only for your own sake that you should avoid contracting an infectious disease. Even if you do not worry, or perhaps belong to a group that is almost never severely affected by the particular disease, contracting it is the first condition for spreading it to others – including people who can be much more severely affected. A failure to understand this can be called the Bolsonaro fallacy after the Brazilian president Jair Bolsonaro, who flagrantly violated his own administration’s COVID-19 regulations, with the justification, “If I have got myself infected, so OK? Look, that is my responsibility, no one has anything to do with this.”

The ethical situation is similar for vaccinations against infectious diseases. In general, there are two sufficient reasons to take a vaccine (unless you have a medical contraindication): the vaccine protects your own health, and it also protects others, since if you do not contract the disease you will not spread it.
Therefore, vaccination is not just a personal matter. It is part of a joint effort by which we all contribute to protecting each other.\textsuperscript{49}

There are close similarities between infectious contagion and the social contagion that we discussed in Section 4.1. In both cases, the best protection is obtained when the vast majority complies with the protective measures, thereby all contributing to making this the socially normal thing to do. The reason why newcomers on building sites ungrudgingly take up the habit of wearing a hard hat is of course that they see everyone else on the site doing the same. The same mechanism upholds the use of seat belts and motorcycle helmets, and it makes us follow traffic rules and adhere to safety regulations in workplaces.

Both for infectious and social contagion, many small effects can add up to a large and decisive effect. Whether you take the vaccine or not will usually make only a small difference for any particular other person’s risk of contracting the disease. Nevertheless, if everyone who can take the vaccine does so, then the number of infected persons will be drastically reduced. One of the best examples of this is measles, a deadly and highly contagious disease. Worldwide vaccination programs have reduced the death toll of this disease from two million per year to less than 100,000 per year. Most of the remaining deaths occur in African countries with a low vaccination coverage. Regions in the world with a high vaccination rate are only affected to a much smaller degree.\textsuperscript{50} The sum of many small effects, namely the effects of each person’s vaccination, stops the spread of the disease. In the same way, social contagion becomes highly effective when the coverage is large. This applies for instance to the use of motorcycle helmets. In countries like Sweden, the use of these helmets is virtually universal. Young people may never have seen an unhelmeted motorcyclist driving on the road. Using a helmet is the normal thing to do, and the question of riding helmetless will usually not arise. A motorcyclist who breaks this pattern by riding helmetless cannot reasonably claim that this is a matter that only concerns herself. Social contagion is just as real, and can be just as unavoidable, as infectious contagion.

But does social contagion have any moral relevance? Is it at all reasonable to discuss it in moral terms? Someone might retort that these effects on other people’s behavior are so small that they can reasonably be neglected. It is true that in most cases, the influence of your example on each person who notices it will be very small. (The major exception is, of course, the influence that parents have on their children.) However, although these influences are small, they are so many that their sum can have a large impact. All of us exert a large number of small influences on a large number of persons, and the sum of all these influences is formidable. It is the force that keeps up traditions, customs, and
ways of life on all levels in society. Therefore, the moral relevance of social contagion is beyond doubt. The remaining question is whether we as individuals have any obligations or responsibilities pertaining to our contributions to this powerful social force.

Again, a comparison with infectious contagion is clarifying. It certainly makes a moral difference if a country’s population is vaccinated against measles. Compared to a situation with no or insufficient vaccination, a high degree of vaccination will save thousands of children from suffering and possibly death. Each individual vaccination contributes to the large positive moral value of a high vaccination coverage. Since the high coverage is nothing else than the sum of all the individual vaccinations, it would be difficult to deny that these individual vaccinations also have positive moral value. The same argument can be made about social contagion. Everyone who carries a motorcycle helmet contributes to establishing or maintaining a practice that reduces the number of deaths and severe fatalities. Since this practice has a positive moral value, so do the parts of which it consists, that is, the individual acts of helmet-wearing.

An interesting parallel can be drawn with environmental ethics, another area where the sum of many small effects is often morally important. For an example, consider someone who flushes half a bottle of paint thinner down the toilet. Presumably, most of us would morally criticize this action for contributing to environmental pollution. However, there is no harmful effect on the environment that is the consequence of this particular action. This is a common situation when dealing with environmental problems. In particular, nothing I can do makes a noticeable difference to climate change. Nevertheless, it would be a strange view of morality that declared my and everyone else’s contributions to these collectively created problems – or to their solutions – to be morally irrelevant.

Unfortunately, standard consequentialist moral theories cannot straightforwardly include this type of small contribution in the moral analysis. (This is because they evaluate an action according to its consequences. On its own, the act of flushing the paint thinner has no negative consequences on the environment.) But fortunately, everyday moral reasoning is better equipped to deal with this type of problem. This is because it contains the age-old principle that one should do one’s part in common endeavors. Given the types of problems that we encounter both in environmental policies and in public health, this is an ethical principle that we need more than ever before.

The principle of doing one’s part can be straightforwardly applied to each of the three types of issues that we have referred to, namely environmental problems, infectious contagion, and social contagion: Even if none of us
makes a noticeable contribution to anthropogenic climate change, the disastrous effects of the sum of our contributions give rise to a joint responsibility for us all to do what we can to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Similarly, even if the vaccine shots taken by a single person have no observable effects on the spread of the disease, we all have a joint responsibility to contribute to the containment of the disease by taking the vaccine. And even if the social contagion effects of a single person wearing a helmet are too small to be measured, all motorcycle riders have a responsibility to contribute to the large life-saving effect that emerges when the vast majority of them wear a helmet.

4.3 But What About Freedom?

Health and safety measures are far from universally supported. To the contrary, quite a few movements have been formed by opponents of various public health measures. The overarching motto of most of these groups has been freedom or liberty. Tobacco smokers have lobbied for an unfettered freedom to smoke wherever they want. Groups of motorists argue that speed limits infringe on their freedom. And in the COVID-19 pandemic, groups of anti-vaxx, anti-mask, and anti-restriction propagandists have used freedom arguments against regulations and recommendations needed to reduce the spread of this disease.

As these examples all show, those who invoke freedom arguments against public health measures often demand the freedom to engage in behaviors that pose a health risk to others. Passive smoking kills, which is a good reason to make workplaces and public places smoke-free. High speeds on roads increase the risk of deadly accidents. And the fatal effects of refraining from preventive measures against COVID-19 have been demonstrated again and again. Thus these claims to freedom will necessarily have to be weighed against the positive effects of the public health measures in question.

An important distinction has to be made concerning demands of liberty. It can be found for instance in John Stuart Mill’s famous book On Liberty. He noted that some demands for liberty only affect the person’s own interests, not those of other people. Once we have found that a person’s claim to a liberty belongs to that category, that is, it affects herself but no one else, we need no more arguments to favor it. All other liberty claims have to be weighed against the interests of other affected persons. In the examples just mentioned, the contrary interests concern considerable risks to life and health. It can certainly not be taken for granted that the liberties to smoke in public places, to drive at high speeds, or to be relieved of infection control measures outweigh an increased number of deaths.
Perhaps surprisingly, very few health-related behaviors belong to the “purely self-regarding” category, those that have no effects on other people. For instance, wearing a seat belt is usually seen as a personal matter, affecting no one else. But in fact, it can have large impacts on others, in particular if you sit in the back seat. According to one study, the risk for a belted driver or front-seat passenger to die in a crash increases almost five-fold if there is an unbelted passenger in the rear seat behind. Therefore the use of seat belts can protect not only the wearer of a belt but also other persons. Many dangerous activities, such as skiing in a place with a high avalanche risk, put rescue workers at risk. Furthermore, if a person is seriously injured or becomes seriously ill, then this can have large consequences for her family and others who depend on her. This is why Mill maintained that “the principal hygienic precepts should be inculcated, not solely or principally as maxims of prudence, but as a matter of duty to others, since by squandering our health we disable ourselves from rendering to our fellow-creatures the services to which they are entitled.” If we also take social contagion effects into account, then it will be quite difficult to find examples of health-related behaviors that only have effects on the individual person.

In practice, most if not all public health measures involve different interests that have to be weighed against each other. Such conflicts of interest are often described in terms of “freedom against public health.” However, it does not take much reflection to realize that in typical cases, freedoms are involved on both sides in these conflicts. Speed limits restrict the freedom of motorists who prefer to drive faster. But speed limits also reduce the number of severely injured accident victims, whose freedoms of movement and action are reduced for the rest of their lives. Quarantining drastically curtails the freedom of those who are quarantined. But at the same time, it can be an efficient means to protect a large number of people from all the freedom infringements that follow with a serious disease. A prohibition of smoking in public places restricts the freedom of smokers, but it also protects the freedom of nonsmokers. This was recognized already by Mill, who made a brief speech in the British Parliament in 1868 on smoking in railway carriages. He said that “the smoking in trains had become a positive nuisance. Scarcely a railway carriage could be entered in which smoking was not going on, or which was not tainted with stale tobacco.” This, in his view, was a case of “oppression by a majority of a minority,” the majority being smokers. Thus he gave higher priority to the freedom of nonsmokers not to be disturbed by tobacco smoke than to the freedom of smokers to smoke where they wished to do so. Notably, he and his contemporaries had no knowledge of the severe health effects of smoking. Mill
considered the mere nuisance to nonsmokers to be enough to override the smokers’ claim to a liberty to smoke.

As Mill also said, “the liberty we stand up for is the equal liberty of all, and not the greatest possible liberty of one, and slavery of all the rest.” liberty for all is a worthy goal. Liberty for oneself at the expense of disease and injuries for others is not.

5 Health Care for All

There could hardly be any more incontestable moral principle than that to the best of our ability, we should relieve the suffering of others. Providing starving people with food is an epitome of a good action, and letting them starve its very opposite. For people with medical needs, access to health care can be just as urgent as food for those who starve. Therefore, the basic principle of relieving suffering requires that to the best of our ability, we should provide health care to those who need it. This is the idea on which the Red Cross and Red Crescent movement and numerous other charities are based. From a moral point of view, all this seems self-evident enough. If we have any moral obligations at all toward our fellow beings, then providing health care to those in need of it should be one of these obligations.

Equally obviously, suffering is not relieved by selling health care at prices that those who need it cannot afford. Arguably, this is equally outrageous as selling food to the starving at extortionate prices. But unfortunately, in countries around the world, mainly low- and medium-income countries, families often find themselves in a position where their only chance to obtain direly needed health care is to take a loan that ruins their economy. According to a WHO estimate based on surveys in a large number of countries, 150 million people each year face catastrophic health care costs, and 100 million are driven below the poverty line. More than 90 percent of those affected by these hardships live in low-income countries. They are usually poor people who have to pay out-of-pocket for each health care service they use, rather than through some prepayment mechanism such as insurance. The same phenomenon can be seen in the United States, where medical bills are still a common cause of economic suffering. In 2014, more than half of the debts sent to debt collection agencies in the United States were medical debts. Although the Affordable Care Act has improved the situation, medical bankruptcy is still a major problem in this country.

Given the basic principle that we should relieve human suffering, it would seem rather self-evident that these hardships have to be abolished. However, the step from a moral standpoint to solving the problem is far from straightforward.
The problem cannot be solved with only individual actions. We need to combine our resources and create systems that offer affordable health care to us all. Almost all industrialized countries have already done so, with important positive effects on the health and general welfare of their populations.64

5.1 A Human Rights Perspective

Another ethical perspective on access to health care can be found in international documents on human rights. The most important of these, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1948, mentions health care as follows in its Article 25:

Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.65

The Declaration does not specify how to achieve that everyone has a sufficient standard to afford the medical care she needs. However, it does not seem to be a realistic interpretation that every person should be rich enough to be able to pay out of pocket for medical treatment even if she contracts a disease that requires a very expensive treatment. A much more realistic way to satisfy the access to health care required in the Declaration is to make sure that medical care is affordable for everyone.

Based on the Declaration of Human Rights, several international human rights treaties have been adopted that give rise to legally binding obligations for governments. One of them is the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) that was signed in 1966 and came into force in 1976. With its 171 parties, it has almost universal coverage (with the main exception of the United States, which has still not ratified it). Its article 12.2 says:

The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for: . . .

The creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.66

This should be read together with the treaty’s second article, according to which each state that is party to the treaty undertakes to take steps “to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means.” This principle of progressive realization expresses a recognition that
resource-poor countries cannot immediately achieve universal health care and the other social rights specified in the treaty, but they should still continuously take the steps in that direction that are possible for them.

The Sustainable Development Goals were adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 2015, with the intention to be achieved in 2030. One of the seventeen goals has its focus on health and includes the following target:

“Achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential health-care services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all.”

Universal health care coverage is also one of the main goals toward which the World Health Organization (WHO) is working. As WHO defines universal coverage, it means that “all people have access to the health services they need, when and where they need them, without financial hardship.” In summary, international declarations and agreements make it a task responsibility for all governments to continuously do what they can to achieve or maintain the goal of affordable health care for all.

5.2 The Introduction of Universal Health Care

The history of health insurance covering those with little means can be traced back at least to the mutual aid societies that were formed by workers in both Britain and France in the eighteenth century. The first national health insurance was introduced in Germany in 1883 by the conservative chancellor Otto von Bismarck. The system was limited to blue-collar workers and their families, about 10 percent of the population. It was funded in part by deductions from wages and in part by fees paid by employers. Coverage was increased in the coming years due to the rapid growth of the industrial sector and to legislation that extended coverage to other groups of employees. In 1914, 37 percent of the population was covered.

The German example was followed by similar legislation in other countries. For instance, in Britain, the National Insurance, introduced by a liberal government in 1911, provided industrial workers with free primary health care. The system was based on contributions from workers themselves (4 pence a week), employers (3 pence a week), and the government (2 pence a week). Similar systems were introduced in country after country, and in the 1930s industrial workers had health insurance in most Western and Central European countries, as well as in Japan and the Soviet Union.

After World War II, these insurance systems were extended to cover the whole population, rather than just industrial workers. This development was pioneered by a Labour government in Britain that introduced a tax-funded
universal system in 1948, the National Health Services. It provided free medical services to all according to medical needs rather than ability to pay. This was called the Beveridge system after William Beveridge, whose report on social insurance from 1942 formed the basis of this and other social reforms in Britain. The Beveridge system is often contrasted with the Bismarckian system, which was based on contributions by those ensured and their employers, and therefore did not cover the whole population. Since the 1940s, the countries previously adhering to a Bismarckian system, including Germany where it originated, have gradually extended their health care systems to achieve universal coverage. Today, all the member-states of the European Union, along with industrialized countries in other parts of the world, provide all their citizens with affordable health care. (However, Ireland is struggling with transforming its two-tier system, which provides better health care access to those who can afford private insurance, into a more equitable one-tier system.) Currently, the United States is the only major industrialized country in which a large part of the population still has to pay for medical services out of their own pocket. In spite of the Affordable Care Act, 31.2 million Americans still lack health insurance. This is a considerable improvement since 2006/2007, when nearly 90 million were uninsured, but of course very far from an acceptable situation.

The most remarkable development in access to health care that we have seen in the twenty-first century is that a considerable number of low- and middle-income countries have either achieved or taken large steps toward universal health care coverage. This development disproves a previously widespread belief according to which universal coverage is only possible in rich, industrialized countries. There seem to have been two major arguments for this belief. As economist Amartya Sen has shown, both arguments are based on misconceptions.

The first argument is that universal coverage is much too expensive for low- and middle-income countries. This is an understandable worry. We know how costly health care is in rich countries. Providing every resident in a low-income country with access to health care at anything near these costs would certainly be unrealistic. But this reasoning misses out on a crucial factor, namely that basic health care is a highly labor-intensive activity. Poor countries cannot afford to hire doctors and nurses for their whole population at the salaries that doctors and nurses are paid in high-income countries. However, they can afford to hire doctors and nurses at salaries that are considered reasonable domestically. In this respect, basic health care belongs to the same category as education. If low-income countries had to pay primary school teachers the same salaries as in rich countries, then they would have had no chance to offer all children
primary school. But that is not the case, and therefore universal education is feasible even in poor countries. The same is true of universal health care.

The other misconception is that universal health care in poor countries would have to offer the same medical services as in industrialized countries. To the contrary, for people who currently have no access to professional health care, there is typically a large number of diseases that can be cured at low cost. Picking these low-hanging fruits can make a large difference, even if more advanced interventions such as transplantations cannot be offered. Obviously, it would be even better if advanced treatments could also be offered, but there is no reason to delay universal access to the basic treatment of common diseases until more advanced health care can also be offered. Doing so would be about as smart as delaying the introduction of primary school for all children until the country can also offer PhD education at a high international level.

The introduction of universal health care can be seen as an important part of a country’s strivings for more equal living conditions among its citizens and residents. However, it is also important to realize that universal health care does not require equality in other respects. A useful approach to the distribution of health care can be derived from the American philosopher Michael Walzer’s theory of spheres of justice. According to that theory, different goods have to be distributed according to different principles. Irrespective of how we choose to distribute other goods, health care should be distributed according to medical needs, not according to ability to pay. As Walzer himself pointed out, medical needs can differ a lot between people in the same economic situation. Therefore, general equality cannot solve the problem. “Even with equal incomes, health care delivered through the market would not be responsive to need.”

5.3 Achievements in Poor Countries

The ability of poor countries to introduce universal health care is not just a theoretical postulate. There are now quite a few examples of successful reforms in resource-poor countries that have had a large impact on the population’s health. One of the most interesting examples is Rwanda, a country that has historically had a dysfunctional health care system. Beginning around the year 2000, the country has systematically improved its health care system and gradually increased its coverage, which is now universal.

The two major systems in the Western world for funding a national health care system are taxes (as in the Beveridge system) and contributions from employers and employees (as in the Bismarckian system). Neither of these systems was suitable for Rwanda, since the formal sector is small, which means that the base for collecting resources in these two ways is too limited. Instead,
the country opted for a decentralized system of community-based insurance, known under its French name *mutuelles de santé*. Residents in a locality pay fees to a local health care fund, which pays for their medical treatment when they need it. After pilot projects in three districts, the system was rolled out in 2004 and 2005 to cover the whole nation. Participation was voluntary, and fees were standardized to an amount corresponding to 1.7 USD per year per person. Unfortunately, this was too expensive for a large segment of the population, but that was solved in 2006 through funding from the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. The Rwandan government made participation in a *mutuelle de santé* compulsory, and the donor paid the fees for the poorest fourth of the population.\(^\text{79}\)

For a poor country like Rwanda, international aid was necessary to achieve universal health care coverage. However, the government has avoided what they consider to be an unnecessarily large dependence on foreign donors. In particular, they have rejected proposals from donors to pay the fees of a much larger part of the population, since that would foster long-term dependence on international aid.\(^\text{80}\) The government has also considerably increased its own spending on health care.

The Rwandan health care reform has led to a remarkable improvement in the population’s health. In one decade, deaths from AIDS, TB, and malaria were reduced by 80 percent.\(^\text{81}\) Life expectancy has increased rapidly, from 30 in 1995 (the year after the genocide) to 47.5 in 2000 and 69.1 in 2019.\(^\text{82}\) Under-five child mortality has decreased even more dramatically, from 196 per 1,000 live births in 2000 to 34.3 per 1,000 live births in 2019.\(^\text{83}\) Rwanda is now often held forth as an example of the successful introduction of universal health care.

Thailand has a similar success story. In the 1990s, only about a quarter of the population had health insurance. The rest of the population had to pay for medical services out-of-pocket on each occasion. About a fifth of the households lived in poverty due to health care spending. In 2001, the government introduced a “30 baht universal coverage program.” This meant that no one had to pay more than 30 baht (about US$0.86) for a visit to a health care center. The new health care system was mainly funded by tax revenue, primarily from income tax but also from increased taxes on alcohol and tobacco. The health care reform was generally conceived as successful, and it survived the military coup in 2006.\(^\text{84}\) Just as in Rwanda, the effects on the population’s health have been dramatic. The under-five mortality rate is now 9 per 1,000 live births, which is fairly close to countries with much more extensive economic resources (e.g., 6.5 in the USA and 4.3 in Great Britain).\(^\text{85}\) Life expectancy at birth has risen to 77.7 years, which is quite close to that in some high-income countries (78.5 in the United States and 81.4 in Great Britain).\(^\text{86}\) On the 2021 Global
Health Security Index, which measured the preparedness of countries for epidemics and pandemics, Thailand ranked fifth among the 195 evaluated countries and was the only developing country among the top ten.\textsuperscript{87}

Comparative studies of low- and middle-income countries introducing universal health care show that they do this incrementally. They typically start with reforms covering less than the whole population and then extend coverage to the rest of the population. They also begin with a limited selection of health care services and gradually add more services. The emerging universal health care systems of these countries do not conform to any of the standard models in Western countries (i.e., neither Beveridge nor Bismarck). Instead, each country develops its own unique funding model, depending on factors such as its previous health care system, its economic structure, and political circumstances affecting support for universal health care. Some countries have managed to integrate private providers and insurers in a new universal system, whereas others have developed a two-tiered system in which those who can afford private insurance have access to service providers that are not available to the rest of the population.\textsuperscript{88}

5.4 The Globalization of Health Care

The COVID-19 pandemic should have made it clear that we all depend not only on health care for ourselves but also on health care functioning on the global level. As long as such a disease spreads uncontrolled in some countries, no other country is safe. For epidemiologists, this is not a new insight. The situation is essentially the same for other infectious diseases such as polio, measles, and Ebola. If an outbreak anywhere in the world cannot be controlled, then the disease can spread rapidly to other places. A country or region with insufficient vaccination can become a hotspot from which a disease is transmitted to other countries. Similarly, antibiotic overuse in any part of the world can lead to the development of antibiotic-resistant bacteria that will spread globally and constitute a serious threat to health everywhere.

Someone might object that this can be solved without extending comprehensive health care to everyone on this planet. Is it not sufficient to provide everyone with the necessary vaccinations and introduce strict regulations on the use of antibiotics? No, it does not work that way. In order to get a population vaccinated it is usually not sufficient just to send vaccines or vaccinators with vaccines. The increasing dissemination of disinformation about vaccines makes this more and more difficult.\textsuperscript{89} The only reliable way to reach out to a population with vaccination and other preventive measures is through well-established health care centers that are already working with the community. Experiences
with Ebola, which has had some of its worst outbreaks in countries and regions with highly insufficient health care resources, show how difficult it is to implement measures such as quarantining and disinfection without a preexisting health care infrastructure. As several authors have pointed out, if the Ebola virus had emerged in a country with a well-functioning health care system, the disease would in all probability have been contained and eliminated at a much earlier stage and with much fewer fatalities. Finally, concerning antibiotic resistance, in order to curb misuse of antibiotics, it is necessary to make these drugs available only after prescription by a medical practitioner. For this to work, all patients potentially needing an antibiotic must have access to a doctor.

Summarizing all this, it should be abundantly clear that it is in everyone’s self-interest that the inhabitants of all countries in the world have access to affordable health care services. After a couple of years of experience with COVID-19, it should also be obvious that we all have much to gain if all countries have the capacity to discover and curb new potential pandemics at the earliest possible stage. This means that there are two major reasons for all of us to support universal health care on a global level: the self-interested reason just referred to and the ethical reason that follows directly from the basic principle of relieving the suffering of others. Each of these reasons is in itself sufficient. From an immediate practical point of view, it is not very important which of them is the major driving force, as long as action is taken.

One potential reservation may be that health care for all is too expensive to be realistic. However, calculations performed by the WHO show that it is indeed economically realistic. The best estimate can be found in a research report written for the WHO in 2017, which is based on studies of costs and resources in almost all low- and middle-income countries. It showed that the total cost per year to achieve universal health care in all low- and middle-income countries would be about US$371 billion. Middle-income countries are capable of financing this investment themselves, but low-income countries need support. The total annual need for external assistance is estimated at US$17–35 billion. This is certainly a lot of money, but it can be compared to the total yearly amount of development assistance, US$161 billion, the global yearly sales of cosmetic products, around US$400 billion, or the world’s total military spending, US$1,960 billion.

Building health care for all is not only a matter of money. It is also to a high degree a matter of quality of care. Low quality, leading to inadequate treatment, is a severe problem in many low- and middle-income countries. The major means for quality improvement is of course education of health care workers. (We will return to quality of care in the next chapter.) Another serious problem in many health care systems is corruption. It can take many
forms, including costly but unnecessary procedures, unauthorized informal payments from patients, theft of drugs and equipment, absenteeism that may be combined with private practice elsewhere, and so forth. Poor countries that lack mechanisms for oversight of government employees are particularly affected. Strict oversight and anticorruption measures are necessary to ensure that funding for universal health care is used for its intended purpose.  

To sum up, the basic requirement to relieve suffering implies that we should take responsibility for each other’s access to health care. This is essentially a task responsibility; blame responsibility usually has no constructive role to play here. Notably, it is a responsibility that cannot be satisfied just by individual action. It requires cooperation and coordination. We need to act together and make sure that our governments work for us and ensure affordable health care for all residents. Poor countries will need international aid to achieve a universal health care system within a reasonable time. Rich countries have two reasons to provide such assistance: the ethical requirement to relieve suffering and their (self-interested) need for a globally functioning health care infrastructure in which new infectious diseases can be curbed at an early stage wherever they appear.

6 Responsibility in Health Care

Taking care of another person’s medical needs means entering a relationship that is very different from other private (or commercial) relationships. In relation to each patient, a physician or nurse undertakes a fiduciary responsibility, a responsibility for acting in the patient’s interest as far as her health is concerned.  
The notion of special responsibilities bound to the role of the physician can be traced back at least to the Hippocratic oath, named after the Greek physician Hippocrates (c. 460–c. 370 BCE). According to this oath, when acting as a professional, a physician had special duties and responsibilities such as to care for the sick, keep information from patients secret, and treat all patients alike, whether they were men or women, rich or poor, free or slaves. If needed, the physician should treat the poor for free. The physician should always serve the ill, and could not undertake to poison a person or tell others how to do so.  
These principles are still parts of the ethics of the medical profession. For instance, all major organizations in the medical profession consider it impermissible for their members to contribute in any way to capital punishment.  
Justifying this standpoint, the American Medical Association has stated that irrespective of the individual physician’s private views on capital punishment,
“as a member of a profession dedicated to preserving life when there is hope of doing so,” a physician should not participate in an execution.\textsuperscript{98}

6.1 From Paternalism to Informed Consent

Traditionally, it has been assumed that the doctor knows best and should therefore make the medical decisions, choosing treatment for the patient without giving her much of a say or even an explanation or justification. This model is commonly called “paternalism.” It had adherents well into the 1990s.\textsuperscript{99} Some proponents even defended it by explicitly comparing the relationship between patient and physician to that between child and parent.\textsuperscript{100}

Beginning in the 1950s, the paternalist model was more and more challenged, and within a few decades, it was replaced by the model of informed choice, which puts strong emphasis on the patient’s autonomy and self-determination.\textsuperscript{101} The physician should inform and advise the patient and propose appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic interventions. However, the patient herself should make the final decisions. This approach is based on the assumption that patients are autonomous individuals, capable of deciding for themselves if provided with the right information. (Exceptions are made for patients who lack decision-making capacity, such as children, unconscious persons, and persons with severe mental disabilities. In these cases, decisions have to be made either by a proxy who knows the patient well or by the medical personnel responsible for the treatment.) In clinical practice, the informed choice model requires the physician to obtain the patient’s informed consent before performing an intervention. For the consent to be informed, the patient should have received the relevant information about expected therapeutic effects, side effects and risks, available alternatives, and the uncertainties involved.

The choice of the term “informed consent” rather than for instance “informed decision” tells us something important about what is expected of the patient. This can perhaps best be seen by comparison with how we would use the term “consent” in other contexts.

Consider a rich investor, who instructs her employees to put together and investigate several investment alternatives, closely follows and directs their work, and then after careful consideration orders them to implement one of these alternatives. We would hardly say that she “consented” to how her money was invested. This is because she did much more than consent, namely oversaw and controlled the whole decision-making process. The term “consent” would be more appropriate in the case of a small saver who authorizes a bank official to do as the latter proposes.
A patient giving informed consent to a surgical procedure is in a situation much more similar to that of the small saver than the rich investor in this example. She has either accepted the surgeon’s only proposal as the best option or made a choice among a few therapy options that have been proposed to her. This is by no means inappropriate. It would not be realistic for patients to take part in the medical deliberations leading up to the treatment proposals.

In the informed choice model, the physician is the patient’s advisor, tasked with proposing and explaining treatment alternatives, and advising her choice. However, the physician’s role goes beyond that of merely advising. This is because medical ethics contains the principles of nonmaleficence and beneficence, both of which are essential for safeguarding treatment quality and patient safety. According to the principle of beneficence, patients should only be offered medically beneficial treatments. The principle of nonmaleficence specifically disallows treatments whose expected effects are predominantly harmful. Due to these principles, the physician is responsible for offering as beneficial treatments as possible and for not harming the patient. The injunction against harmful treatments cannot be overridden by the patient’s consent, not even if the patient actively asks for the treatment. For instance, a patient whose heart condition contraindicates sildenafil (which can cure erectile dysfunction) should not receive a prescription for this medicine, even if he expresses a strong wish for it.

Another way to express this is that two requirements have to be satisfied for an intervention on a patient to be ethically acceptable. One of these requirements is the patient’s informed consent (with the above-mentioned exception for patients who are temporarily or permanently incapable of giving or withholding consent). The other requirement is that according to the best available information, the intervention is beneficial for the patient’s health. Both these requirements are necessary conditions for ethical acceptability, but neither of them is sufficient. Seen from the negative side, it is unethical to administer a beneficial treatment to a (decision-capable) person who did not consent to it, and it is also unethical to administer a harmful intervention to a patient even if she has consented to it.

Some authors have proposed that by letting patients choose treatments, physicians can protect themselves against malpractice litigation. “By sharing more and more responsibility with patients, physicians can free themselves from some of the responsibility for unwise decisions or unfavorable outcomes.” However, this can only happen if the law fails to recognize the principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence, which disallow harmful interventions.
To sum up, the informed choice model of the patient-physician relationship, which dominates in today’s health care, assigns responsibilities to both patients and physicians. However, these responsibilities are very different in nature. The physician is responsible for offering the patient the best possible treatment alternative(s) and, if needed, other beneficial alternatives that are more compatible with the patient’s values. She is also responsible for administering the beneficial treatment to which the patient gives informed consent. The patient is responsible for her own informed choices, in the sense that if she was adequately informed, then she cannot legitimately blame the physician for not having made another choice. Since these responsibilities are different in nature, it is not quite adequate to describe the patient and the physician as having a “joint” or “shared” responsibility for the choice of a treatment. They can perhaps better be described as having separate responsibilities pertaining to one and the same decision.

6.2 Finding the Best Treatment

We just noted that one of a physician’s primary responsibilities is to recommend the best available treatment for the patient’s disease. In order to further specify that responsibility, and to distinguish it from other responsibilities that are shared within the profession, we need to have a close look at how the effects of treatments can be determined.

There is indeed a superior method to determine and compare both the positive and the negative effects of different treatments, namely to systematically test these treatments on patients with the disease in question and carefully record both positive and negative effects on each patient. In spite of its simplicity, this method was developed and put to general use surprisingly late in history. One of the most famous early treatment experiments was performed in 1747 by the Scottish naval surgeon James Lind (1716–1794). He divided twelve sailors afflicted by scurvy into six groups of two. Each of the six groups received a different treatment: cider, a weak acid, vinegar, seawater, nutmeg and barley water, or oranges and lemons. After six days, the two men on a citrus treatment had regained health, whereas all the others remained sick.104

Another interesting early treatment experiment was performed by the Polish-Austrian physician Joseph Dietl (1804–1878) in the late 1840s. At that time, the general view among physicians was that pneumonia depends on an imbalance between bodily fluids. They all tried to cure the disease by restoring that balance, but there were two major theories on how this should be done. Most physicians recommended blood-letting, but some favored the administration of emetics (substances causing vomiting). In 1849, Dietl reported an investigation
in which he compared three groups of pneumonia patients. One group had received blood-letting, the second an emetic, and the third general care but no specific treatment. Mortality among those who had received blood-letting was 20.4 percent, among those who had received an emetic 20.7 percent, and among those who had received no specific treatment only 7.4 percent. This, of course, implied that neither of the two traditional treatments should be used. The traditional treatments were gradually abandoned, and in the 1870s the major medical textbooks advised against blood-letting of pneumonia patients.105

One may well ask: How could the doctors be so wrong? How could the majority of physicians perform blood-letting on their pneumonia patients, without noticing that this treatment worsened rather than improved the patient’s condition? The answer is that they were victims of a very general weakness in human cognition. Once you start to believe that something you do has certain effects, you tend to interpret what you observe as more supportive of this belief than what it really is. Pneumonia, in particular, is a disease in which a patient’s status often fluctuates (goes up and down). If a patient’s health improved a bit after a session of blood-letting, then this was interpreted as a sign that the treatment had a positive effect. On the other hand, if her condition worsened after blood-letting, then this was taken to show that more of the same was needed. If her condition improved somewhat after an additional blood-letting, then that was interpreted as a positive treatment effect. This is a faulty way of reasoning that affects not only physicians but also the rest of us. For instance, it explains why so many ineffective household remedies have unswerving adherents. Once you start to believe that tea with honey – or something else – shortens a cold, you will tend to interpret your experiences as confirmations of that belief.

More generally, unsystematized practical experience is much less reliable than what we would like to believe. Unless treatment effects are dramatic, they cannot be verified by just observing and remembering the effects. We need to do as Joseph Dietl did, namely perform a planned test of the alternative treatments we want to evaluate, and carefully record and count all the outcomes.

Lind’s and Dietl’s studies were rare exceptions. Well into the twentieth century, very few treatment experiments were made. Case reports covering one or a few patients were much more common in the medical literature than methodical comparisons between different treatments. It was not until after World War II that experimental comparisons of drugs and other treatments gained traction in the medical world. But in the last half of the twentieth century, the standards of medical evidence underwent dramatic changes. The methodology of treatment experiments, or clinical trials as they are commonly called, was considerably sharpened in order to make the results more reliable. In order
to avoid selection bias, patients had to be randomized between treatment groups. In order to avoid other types of bias, neither patients nor the physicians evaluating the effects on their health were allowed to know which of the alternative treatments the patient received (double-blind testing). Furthermore, systematic methods have been developed to combine information from several clinical trials of the same treatment. These methods have a central role in evidence-based medicine, medical practice based on the systematic evaluation of the therapeutic and adverse effects of treatments.

Clinical trials belong to a special group of experiments, namely directly action-guiding experiments. By this is meant experimental tests of some practical method in order to determine if that method works. Action-guiding experiments can also be found in agriculture and technology. Farmers and agricultural scientists compare different seeds or cultivation methods by using them on adjacent fields under similar conditions. Such experiments are called field trials. Engineers try out new constructions in order to determine whether they work. The different types of action-guiding experiments, including clinical trials, are all based on a very simple principle:

If you want to know if you can achieve Y by doing X, then do X and see if Y occurs.

For statistical effects, this recipe has to be somewhat elaborated:

If you want to know if you can make Y more probable by doing X, then do X many times under similar circumstances and see if Y becomes more common.

These recipes are in a sense self-vindicating. For instance, if you want to know if oranges cure scurvy, what better method can there be than to give oranges to a group of patients with scurvy and compare them to patients who are not served any oranges?

Thus clinical trials provide much of the information needed for the choice of treatments. However, they also have limitations. Perhaps most importantly, although clinical trials inform us of the effects of different treatments, they do not tell us how to value these effects. In particular, they do not tell us how to weigh therapeutic effects against adverse effects or how much importance to attach to rare but serious adverse effects. These are value judgments, not scientific issues. Fortunately, the vast majority of people tend to make most such judgments in a fairly similar way. If told what effects different treatments have, we usually agree on which has the best balance of therapeutic effects versus adverse effects. This conformity of human judgment much facilitates the physician’s task of recommending patients treatments against their disease.
But although this holds in most cases, there are also notable exceptions. Depending on their life situation and life plans, patients differ widely in their appraisals of infertility as a side effect of a treatment.\textsuperscript{107} Breast cancer patients who were told that the risk of cancer recurrence was smaller with radical mastectomy than breast reconstruction made different choices based on that information.\textsuperscript{108} Similarly, some but not all women with a genetically enhanced risk of breast cancer choose preventive mastectomy to avoid the disease.\textsuperscript{109} In such cases, it is necessary to combine information obtained from clinical trials with information on the patient’s values. But the need for such deliberations does not reduce the need for accurate information about the therapeutic and adverse effects of the treatment(s) under consideration. (For instance, exactly what effects do the different types of breast operations have on the risk of breast cancer?) If well-conducted clinical trials have been performed, then they provide the best information about positive and negative treatment effects. Therefore, a positive therapeutic effect shown in clinical trials, not outweighed by uncontroversially worse adverse effects, should be seen as a minimal criterion for clinical use. In other words, it should be seen as a necessary but not sufficient requirement for a treatment to be routinely offered to patients.

Clinical trials also have another important limitation: They can tell us \textit{if} a treatment works or not (relative to our chosen criteria), but they do not tell us anything about \textit{how} it works. For instance, a drug’s mechanism of action cannot be inferred from clinical trials. From the viewpoint of practical medicine, this is usually no great problem. In order to offer patients a drug or some other therapy, it is not necessary to know \textit{how} it works, as long as one knows \textit{that} it works. However, mechanistic understanding is essential in medical research. In order to improve a drug or replace it with something better, researchers need to know its mechanism of action in as much detail as possible.

\section*{6.3 Personal and Collegial Responsibilities}

It follows from all this that the general assessment of treatment alternatives for various diseases is not a personal issue for the individual physician. We do not expect a general practitioner to study the research literature on all the diseases that she encounters in her practice. These assessments are a collegial, not a personal responsibility. Like many other collegial tasks, it involves a considerable division of labor, such that specialists in a particular area jointly take charge of the treatment evaluations in that area. This is a task responsibility seldom associated with much blame responsibility. Improved treatment recommendations are usually promulgated with reference to new research, without
any discussion of whether anyone is to blame for the deficiencies in the old recommendations.

But nevertheless, physicians are still personally responsible for their diagnoses and treatments of individual patients. Thus, whereas general principles for the treatment of various diseases are a collegial task responsibility, it is a personal responsibility for the physician to propose an adequate treatment to each individual patient, based on these general principles and her knowledge about the patient. One part of this responsibility is to be aware of the limitations of one’s own knowledge and to consult with colleagues in other specialties whenever needed.

Contrary to the collegial responsibility just referred to, a physician’s personal responsibility for the treatment of her patients involves both blame and task responsibility. A physician who has administered an inefficient, perhaps even harmful, treatment is considered blameworthy, not only morally but in many cases also by the legal system. In some countries, physicians run a considerable risk of litigation for allegedly erroneous diagnoses or treatments.

As we saw in Section 2.2, experience from other areas shows that a strong focus on blame for individual failures can stand in the way of efficient measures to prevent future adverse events. Occupational safety improved when the focus shifted from mistakes by individual workers to the creation of workplaces where such mistakes do not have catastrophic consequences. Similarly, traffic safety has improved through the creation of safer roads and vehicles. Previous attempts to make drivers drive safely in an unsafe traffic system were not effective. Is the situation similar in health care?

We cannot completely dispense with blame responsibility for individual mistakes. There are practitioners who repeatedly make serious mistakes due to incompetence or carelessness. In incorrigible cases, there is no other solution than to withdraw their license, just as incorrigibly dangerous drivers lose their driving license. But these individuals are few. Most of the harmful events in health care originate in rare errors made by physicians and nurses who otherwise do a good job. Just as any worker in a mechanical workshop can put her hand where it should not be, any physician or nurse can make a mistake. To improve patient safety, it is therefore necessary to look for deficiencies in routines, equipment, and other components of the health care system.

A Swedish case from 2002 serves unusually well to illustrate the problem. In that year, a three-month-old baby died in a hospital in Kalmar after receiving a ten times too high concentration of an intravenously administered drug. The nurse who had prepared the infusion was indicted and sentenced for involuntary manslaughter. An investigation of the event revealed several deficiencies in the medication routines. A major causal factor was that the packages of this drug
with 20 mg/ml and 200 mg/l were very similar. The nurse was accustomed to packages with the first of these concentrations and did not notice the difference. One of the most basic measures to decrease the risk of dosage mistakes is to make packages with different concentrations of a drug conspicuously different. This case gave rise to a considerable debate, in which many questioned why the nurse had to carry the whole blame responsibility. Critics also pointed out that task responsibilities for avoiding similar mistakes had a remarkably small role in the official reactions to the accident.110

Experts on patient safety have since long proposed that health care organizations should tone down the previously dominant culture of blame and instead develop a safety culture that sees errors and incidents as system problems for the organization as a whole to deal with.111 Many health care institutions around the world have taken important steps in that direction. They encourage employees to bring up all concerns about patient safety.112 They have also introduced programs of continuous improvement, focusing on the construction and implementation of practices that reduce both the risk of medical failures and the consequences of such failures.113 These developments have led to a shift in discussions on professional responsibility in health care, from individual blame responsibility to collective task responsibilities.

6.4 Uneducated Practitioners

Up to now, we have discussed the responsibilities of persons belonging to an established health care profession, such as those of physicians and nurses. Do the same principles apply to laypersons who lack the education required for entering these professions but still offer treatments to persons seeking their help? The answer to that question is straightforward once we recognize that patients go to see practitioners without a medical education with the same expectations as when they consult doctors or nurses: to obtain the best possible treatment for their condition. A person who offers health care services is responsible for meeting this expectation to the best of her ability. Offering patients a worse treatment than they could otherwise have received means to betray them and not to meet this responsibility.

It is important to distinguish between two groups of health care practitioners lacking a physician or nurse licensure. One group consists of the many practitioners lacking formal education and license who work in the health care systems of low-income countries with too few doctors and nurses to fill the positions that need to be filled. Many of these practitioners do a fairly good job, and the health care system in these countries could not do without them.114 Their ability to fulfill their responsibilities towards patients can be significantly
improved by offering them training and making it possible for them to refer patients to trained personnel.\textsuperscript{115} The ultimate goal for a country’s health care system should of course be that all practitioners have a full professional education and a license to practice.

Not least in high-income countries, there is also another group of unlicensed health care providers, namely those who offer their patients treatments for which there is no evidence of any positive effects, such as homeopathy, naturopathy, and a large number of unproved herbal remedies.\textsuperscript{116} Telling patients that alleged cures are provenly effective although they are not is a breach of every health care provider’s responsibility to offer one’s patients the best available treatment.

6.5 Artificial Intelligence\textsuperscript{117}

Health care is one of the sectors where the use of artificial intelligence (AI) has advanced most rapidly. In some areas of medical image processing, artificial intelligence systems already outperform human specialists.\textsuperscript{118} This has given rise to at least three important questions related to the responsibility for decision-making in health care.\textsuperscript{119} First, will machines and algorithms take over to such an extent that we will have to assign (blame and task) responsibility to the AI itself, rather than to some human designer or user of it (the question of responsible AI)? Secondly, will there be issues for which neither humans nor the AI can be assigned responsibility (the question of responsibility gaps)?\textsuperscript{120} And thirdly, will ascriptions of blame and task responsibility be obstructed by our inability to understand the conclusions offered by artificial intelligence (the question of explainability)?

Concerning the first question, it is important to distinguish between two distinct versions of the question:\textsuperscript{121}

\begin{itemize}
  \item A: Will we have reasons to assign (blame or task) responsibility to any future AI application?
  \item B: Will we have reasons to assign (blame or task) responsibility to any of the AI applications that are currently used, or will foreseeably be used, in health care?
\end{itemize}

Version A of the question can only be answered tentatively, since the answer depends on what types of artificial intelligence humans will encounter in the future. Perhaps future artificial intelligences will exhibit beliefs and desires, and communicate with humans about moral issues just like we communicate with each other. Then humans may be disposed to assign both blame and task responsibilities to these artificial agents. However, it is much less plausible that we will assign responsibilities to more task-limited artificial agents that
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have been constructed to perform specific tasks in response to orders given to them by humans. \(^\text{122}\) In version B of the question, we are concerned with agents of the latter type. There will be no reason to make programs for specific medical tasks emulate general human beliefs, desires, or morality. Therefore, they are not plausible candidates for being treated as responsible agents. In all probability, we will treat the responsibility issues for these artificial agents in the same way as we do for other technological artifacts (including self-driving cars): we will distribute these responsibilities among the humans who construct the artifacts, create the systems in which they are used, and operate them within these systems.

Our second question, about responsibility gaps, can be answered very much in the same vein. In order for responsibility gaps to arise, there must be automated systems that we consider to be so out of human control that we cannot assign responsibility for what they do either to their designers or to their owners and users. It is possible that such systems will be created in the future. However, the AI systems to be introduced in health care in the foreseeable future will have strictly delimited tasks that they perform in response to human orders. Therefore we have no reason to believe that they will give rise to responsibility gaps.

Our third question, about explainability, may need some further clarification. There are two major forms of AI. The oldest form is often called an expert system. It contains a database of rules that have been encoded from the knowledge of human experts. If the encoding was successful, then the outcomes of the system will coincide with what human experts would have concluded, and can then also be understood and explained by these experts. The other version of AI is machine learning. It takes the form of programs (algorithms) that do not contain any rules for the particular subject matter, but instead rules for learning from a large database of information. For instance, the program may have access to a large number of medical images of some organ, each combined with the final diagnosis that the patient received. The program can use this information to systematically search for early signs of various diseases in the organ in question. In this case, a question of explainability can arise since human experts may not be able to figure out what cues the machine makes use of.

Like all other important new health care technologies, those based on artificial intelligence will have to be evaluated according to the criteria of evidence-based medicine. For instance, if trials confirm that an image-processing program discovers signs of a disease on X-ray images at an earlier stage than most human radiologists, then this is a good reason to use that program. The crucial issue here is whether it really delivers the desired result, not whether or not we
understand how it does so. This is just one more implication of the basic insight, described in Section 6.2, that the essential criterion for using a method in health care is confirmation that it works, not understanding of how it works. Many drugs with unknown mechanisms are used in health care, for the simple reason that there is sufficient evidence that they actually work. For similar reasons, it need not be a problem that we do not understand how an AI technology arrives at a particular diagnosis or treatment recommendation. What we need to know is that treatments based on its outputs yield the desired results. Just like other medical technologies, AI applications can be used if they have been shown to produce satisfactory results, even if the question “how” has not yet been answered. Issues of responsibility for the use of medical technology will continue to concern whether or not it works, not whether or not its mode of action is well understood.

7 Responsibility for One’s Own Health

Finally, we will turn to what is probably the most discussed issue on responsibility in health care, namely the responsibility that each of us has for our own health. Aren’t we responsible for leading a healthy life? If illness befalls us, aren’t we responsible for following the instructions of health care professionals in order to get better? And what are the implications if we fail to comply with these responsibilities?

7.1 A Divided Practice for Patient Responsibility

To answer these questions we need to – again – distinguish between blame and task responsibilities. There cannot be much doubt that we all have task responsibilities for our own health. In health care, most consultations end up with recommendations for the patient to follow. Patients are advised to take medicines, stop smoking, reduce their alcohol consumption, engage in physical activity, perform specific exercises, change their diets, and so forth. This means that task responsibility for these interventions is laid on the patient. The reason for this is trivial: no one else can do it.

When it comes to blame responsibility, the tradition in health care is quite different. In their encounters with patients, health care professionals tend to apply a well-developed but seldom discussed divided practice for patient responsibility: They assign task responsibilities but avoid assigning blame responsibility even if a patient fails to fulfill her task responsibilities. This is a practice that lacks documentation, and it has only rarely been explicitly articulated and analyzed. We can describe it as tacit knowledge in the health care professions. Briefly, the practice can be summarized as follows: Patients
are assigned task responsibilities concerning all the factors in health care that they are themselves best suited to do anything about. If successful, they are often praised for their achievements, in particular if the task was a difficult one such as giving up smoking. However, if a patient fails in some of these tasks, she is seldom blamed for her failure. Instead of being burdened with blame responsibility for not following the advice, she is offered support for new attempts to do so. For instance, a patient who did not manage to stop smoking will usually not be reprehended by her physician or told that it is now her own fault if she has a heart attack. Instead, she will be offered new help, for instance nicotine patches or participation in a smoking cessation program.

There are strong medical and ethical justifications for this practice. To begin with, many health-promoting changes in our ways of life are quite difficult to carry through. We have all failed on occasion to follow through with our good intentions, and many of us have experienced that both hunger and nicotine urges can be overwhelming and almost impossible to resist. A physician who recommends a patient to change her diet or stop smoking cannot know how difficult this will be for the person in question. However, there are good reasons to assume that people for whom it is exceptionally difficult to carry through these recommendations are overrepresented among those who do not succeed in following them. A patient who failed to change her habits may have tried much harder, and endured more hardship during her attempts, than most of those who succeeded. It would then be unfair to blame her for the failure.

Furthermore, studies show that blaming a person is often counterproductive. Blame tends to incite feelings of guilt. Such feelings add to suffering and tend to hamper rather than stimulate health-promoting behavior. For instance, obese patients who have been exposed to stigmatization and blaming are usually less successful than other patients in losing weight.\(^\text{126}\) Among people suffering from alcohol use disorders, those who feel stigmatized are less likely than others to follow the treatment programs they are offered.\(^\text{127}\) Other studies confirm that self-blame aggravates the suffering of patients with a wide range of diseases.\(^\text{128}\) People who blame themselves for a disease and attribute it to their own behavior also run an increased risk of negative mental health outcomes such as depression.\(^\text{129}\) All this gives health care workers good reasons to communicate with patients in ways that as far as possible reduce the risk of inducing self-blame. The divided practice for patient responsibility is a way to achieve this.

### 7.2 Blame-Based Treatment Denial

In the 1960s, definitive evidence of the severe health effects of smoking became available and was widely publicized. Since then, knowledge about the
connections between human disease and behavioral factors such as smoking, diet, insufficient exercise, and so forth has led to extensive health-promoting measures. Some of these measures, in particular those against smoking, have been highly successful. For instance, about eight million premature deaths were prevented by tobacco control measures in the United States between 1964 and 2012. In particular since the 1990s, knowledge about these behavioral factors has also led to proposals for a very different type of policy measures: it has been suggested that the victims of diseases related to tobacco, alcohol, and obesity should be deprived of publicly funded health care. For instance, it has been proposed that persons with smoking-related diseases should be excluded from insurance coverage for these diseases and that, for moral reasons, alcoholics should have lower priority than others for liver transplantation. Proposals have also been made that publicly funded health services should stop offering obese people expensive treatments, a measure that would allegedly “shock a huge number of the overweight into taking responsibility for their own condition.” The general idea behind these proposals is that patients who caused their own disease have thereby forfeited the right to publicly funded health care.

In politics, blame-based treatment denial is particularly popular among conservatives. In contrast, most of the ethicists and philosophers who support such policies call themselves “luck egalitarians,” a designation indicating that blame-based treatment denial would in some way contribute to creating a more equal society. The notion of “luck egalitarianism” relies heavily on Ronald Dworkin’s distinction between option luck and brute luck. Option luck depends on the individual’s own choices. It is “a matter of how deliberate and calculated gambles turn out – whether someone gains or loses through accepting an isolated risk he or she should have anticipated and might have declined,” in other words the outcome of the individual’s own risk-taking. Brute luck is the fallout of risks that “are not in that sense deliberate gambles.” According to “luck egalitarianism,” society should compensate individuals for misfortunes caused by brute luck but not for misfortunes that are “in some way traceable to the individual’s choices.” In practice, luck egalitarians have targeted the same medical conditions as conservative proponents of blame-based treatment denial, namely the major “lifestyle” diseases associated with smoking, alcohol, drugs, and obesity.

For “luck egalitarianism” to be at all plausible, there must be some kind of moral link from the sick person’s choices (and option luck) to a justification for denying her publicly funded medical treatment that she would otherwise have been offered. This link is usually taken to be one of responsibility. According to
“luck egalitarians,’” we should be held blame responsible for diseases caused by our own choices. However, as we saw in the previous section, holding people (blame) responsible for their disease aggravates their suffering and tends to make it more difficult for them to follow health-promoting recommendations.

The assignment of blame for “lifestyle” diseases is also problematic from another point of view, namely the stochastic nature of disease causality. Although factors such as smoking, alcohol dependence, and obesity lead to rather dramatic increases in the risks of many diseases, those diseases are not exclusively connected with these factors. For instance, the probability that a nonsmoker contracts lung cancer is between 1/30 and 1/15 of the probability that a smoker does so. For some cancers, a nonsmoker has about 2/3 of the risk that a smoker has. Therefore, it is impossible to determine whether a particular smoker who contracted cancer would also have contracted this disease if she had not smoked. On the group level, we know for sure (that is, beyond reasonable doubt) that smoking causes a large number of cancers, but on the individual level, causality cannot be known for sure. The same applies to other “lifestyle” factors: for a non-obese person the risk of type 2 diabetes (adult-onset diabetes) is between 1/12 and 1/8 of the corresponding risk for a person with severe obesity.

Notably, the proposals to refuse public funding for the treatment of diseases caused by smoking and obesity are based on the assumption that the causal connection between habits and disease can be safely determined. The fact that this cannot be done is no small matter, considering what is at stake. Denying someone medical treatment can have serious, even lethal consequences. This is why denial of treatment is commonly considered to be a cruel and unusual punishment. Remarkably, no proponent of blame-based treatment denial seems to have proposed legal procedures that would guarantee basic rule-of-law principles, such as the accused’s right to be presumed not to have caused her own disease, unless and until it has been established beyond reasonable doubt that she has done so. Instead, it seems to be taken for granted that these decisions should be made by physicians. This, however, would be “punishment without a hearing or trial by individuals who were effectively jury, judge, and executioner rolled into one.” Physicians have no education for any of these roles, and the idea of letting one person fill all the roles is a legal monstrosity. This would be unacceptable in a legal procedure where only a small fine was at stake. It should certainly not be accepted when a person’s access to health care is in question.

Tasking physicians with decisions to deny health care would also severely damage the traditional fiduciary relationship between patients and physicians. In that relationship, it is in the patient’s interest not to withhold any information
and to answer the physician’s questions truthfully. In a system with blame-based treatment denial, this would be very different. A patient could try to make herself eligible for expensive cardiac surgery by claiming to have started to smoke only very recently. A patient with hepatitis could choose to withhold the information that she has previously injected drugs, in order not to be excluded from any treatment option. After blame-based treatment denial has been introduced, it would probably not take long before extensive information could be found on the internet about what one should say and not say to one’s doctor in order not to be denied treatment.

### 7.3 Three Issues of Fairness

Blame-based treatment denial gives rise to at least three quite problematic issues of fairness.

First, the statement that a disease is caused by a person’s own decisions does not necessarily say all that we need to know about the moral worth of those decisions. Proponents of treatment denial tend to only consider decisions that induce a disease and bring nothing morally valuable with them. However, not all health-damaging choices are of that nature. Consider a person who has spent the last twenty years working around the clock for an NGO that helps dissenters in dictatorships to escape to freedom. Thanks to her work, hundreds of political refugees have been able to leave a country where many of them would otherwise have been detained for decades in overcrowded prisons. However, she has not had time for physical exercise, and she has ordered most of her meals from a nearby fast-food restaurant. She is now severely obese. Should she be denied treatment along with all the obese people who have no such mitigating circumstances?

And what about a physician or nurse who volunteered to care for patients with a contagious deadly disease and was herself infected? Her disease is certainly traceable to her own (option luck) decisions. Should she therefore be denied treatment? No protests were heard when physicians and nurses who contracted Ebola when working as volunteers in West Africa were evacuated in expensive transatlantic ambulance flights to American hospitals.

Examples like these show that in practice, a system of blame-based treatment denial would have to make exceptions for persons whose unhealthy choices are considered to be praiseworthy. This means that procedures for evaluating the worthiness of people’s life choices would have to be introduced. But do we want this type of institutionalized moralizing?

Secondly, it appears both strange and disproportionate to withdraw medical treatment from people who have mismanaged their own health, while people
who have done much worse things receive all the treatments they need. There are quite a few “blameworthy individuals including convicted criminals that have committed much more heinous crimes than repeatedly picking the wrong dessert.”¹⁴⁵ For instance, compare the following two persons: One is a nursing assistant who does excellent work for her patients but mismanages her own health by smoking several packages of cigarettes every day. She has contracted ischaemic heart disease, which her physicians attribute to her smoking. The other person is the CEO of a tobacco company. Thousands of people have died from the products marketed by his company. However, he has always led a very healthy life, and he has never smoked. In spite of this, he has also contracted ischaemic heart disease. According to proponents of blame-based treatment denial, the nursing assistant but not the CEO has a self-inflicted disease and can therefore be denied treatment. How fair is that?

Thirdly, and in my view most importantly, blame-based treatment denial will in practice only affect the poor, not the rich. Proponents of treatment denial have only proposed limitations in the health care that is paid with public means, such as taxes and obligatory insurance premiums. No one seems to have proposed any measures that would affect people who can pay for all the health care they may need out of their own pockets. Such restrictions would also be impossible to implement, since the rich can always buy medical services abroad. Therefore, blame-based treatment denial will selectively affect only those with limited means. This was noted by Rajendra Persaud long ago in a discussion on whether smokers should be offered bypass surgery: “as wealthy smokers will always be able to afford bypass surgery: the issue is really one of the rights of poor smokers to healthcare.”¹⁴⁶ Contrary to how it is commonly described, blame-based treatment denial (with or without the ideological embellishment of “luck egalitarianism”) will not withdraw health care from people deemed to have caused their own diseases. It will only withdraw health care from poor people alleged to have caused their own diseases. This goes against the basic health care principle, expressed already in the Hippocratic oath, of treating those who need it, rather than just those who can pay for it.

8 Conclusion

The following four guidelines can be inferred from our analysis in the previous chapters.

1. In issues of health, distinguish carefully between blame and task responsibility, and give priority to the latter. Industrial safety work became successful when it stopped putting blame responsibility on accident victims and started assigning task responsibilities to employers for creating safer workplaces. Other
areas of safety work have learned from this. Patient safety is now based on the insight that we all make mistakes, and much emphasis is put on creating safer equipment and routines that reduce both the probabilities and the consequences of mistakes. As we saw in the previous chapter, in clinical work it is usually counterproductive to blame the patient for having contributed to her own disease. In contrast, assigning realistic task responsibilities to patients can often be helpful.

2. **Avoid the single-cause fallacy, and focus on causal factors that can be influenced.** Diseases usually have a complex causality involving many causal factors. Focusing on only one of these and calling it “the cause” can be severely misleading. For instance, the tobacco industry has often described individual smokers’ decisions to smoke as the cause of smoking. By putting all the blame responsibility on individual smokers, they try to avert our attention from the large effects of their own marketing campaigns. Public health experts, on the contrary, do not look for “the cause” of smoking but instead try to identify causal factors that can be removed or reduced – and this typically includes the industry’s marketing campaigns.

3. **Distinguish between health-promoting measures on the individual level and the population level.** These measures are usually not the same. A person who wants to quit smoking can have use for nicotine patches and inhalers, as well as smoking cessation support individually or in a group. But if our goal is to reduce smoking in the whole population, then we also need to consider measures that make tobacco products less attractive, less accessible, and less affordable. Some examples are age restrictions for the sale of tobacco products, taxes on tobacco products, warning labels, smoke-free public places, and bans on pro-tobacco advertising, promotion, and sponsorship. (See also the discussion on obesity in Section 3.3.)

4. **Recognize affordable health care for all as a human right that must be realized in all countries on the globe.** As we saw in Section 5.4, universal health care will not be very expensive. Most countries can achieve universal health care with their own resources, if they have not already done so. Low-income countries need some economic assistance. Rich countries have two strong reasons to take joint responsibility for providing that assistance: One reason is the ethical requirement to relieve suffering. The other reason is the simple fact that protection against new epidemics has to be global in order to be efficient. We all need a globally functioning health care infrastructure, strong enough to discover and contain new infectious diseases wherever they make their first appearance.
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